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ENVIRONMENTAL EARTH SCIENCE ,

."EnV1ronmenta4 Earth Science" is a new course developed at The University
of Texas at Austin by bhe Department of Geological Sciences and the-Science
Edu ation Center. It is offered at The University of Texas at Austin as
Geofogy 361K 'and has been tried out during the spring semesters of 1972, 1973,
1974, and 1975. Revisions.have been made as necessary after each tryout. The
project within which the course has been developed has beem supported by the
National Science Foundation.

The course includes lectures, dlscussion sessions, and individualized
Learning Car 1 Lessqlns: Extensive use has been made of multi-media technology
in the present tion of the course. Learning Carrels for individualized instruc-
tion have been especially designed for this program. The lectures introduce
specific topics, suggest problems or questions, and-provide background infor-
mation. The discussion.sessions pi-ovide the student an opportunity to ask
questions and claritS, ideas.* The discussion sessiuns also provide input and
feedback to the instructor.

AM
The Learning Carrel Lessons have been written by cultyand graduate stu-

dents in the geological sciences and in scienCe educati Writers and resource
contributors include Dr. Robert Boyer, Dr. Rolland Bartho Omew, Dr. Keith Young,
Dr. Samuel Ellison, Dr. James Underwood, Dr. David Butts, Dr. Addison Er. Lee,
David Keller, Melanie Lewis, Wayne Schade, Ann. Lee, and WIlliam McLoda. Tech-
nicians involved in production of scriptS, sound, and photography were Stan'
Prescott, Lee West, Charles Geffen, and William McLoda. Artists were Jesus

Canestaro, Aly Knox, and Javier Fibres.

Each-Learning Carrel Lesson consists of a set of-2 x 2 slides, an audio
cassette tape, a study guide, a script, and other materials necessary to the
'esson. ghe studSr guide and script are in this booklet. Students may set their .

wn time schedule yithin an announced period when slid;s and tapes are made
available.

The student Should note the list of Learning'Carrel Lesson topics to place
in proper content the lesson in this booklet, and then read carefullythe in-
trodudItteh, rataonale, prerequisites, and lesson objectives in the study guide.
The student should follow the instructies in the study guide for the entire
lesson. In some instances, these instructions are alsoerepeated on the-audio
cassette tape. .The Slides and tapes hive been .synchronized to automatically
'advance the slides appropriate to the audiotape. However, there is a tone
signal given before _the change of each slidellio that the lesson can be used,
outside of the carrel if automatic facilities are not available.. When the
student is reihdy to start the lesson, the "on" switch should be pushed. If
the slides anddtape are operated manually, both will tleed to be turned "on."
The first sltde is always a title slide or a blank solid colored slisle. If

3



the slides and tape are m/Ua.tly Operate4A this title or blank slide should__
be on view before the 'tape is started. For automatic operation, the slides
and tapes will be se,t up by the Instructor or Procor beforeythe,lesson and
between.each use. It is most important to start each lesson according to
these instructions in order to provide synchronization of the slides and tape.
Remember that.slides placed in the tray to be used with a rear view screen
aresreversed from those to be used with a front view screen.

The student will be instructed by the study guide and/or the tape to
:3top at various places to.carry out certain activrties. Usually the audio-
tape will say, "Please stop the tape.now,ana restart only when you have
finished this exercise." Therefitre, the student should wait a few seconds
to finish heating the instruction after the word "Stop." However, one should
not wait long enough for the tone signal or automatic change to the next sljde.
This signal Akould be iebird after you restart the tape.. If the lesson is
moving too Atidly, the student may stop the tape and slides at any time to
consult the study guide or script, but it is NOT POSSIBLE to back up and
re-examine a given slide without completing the entire cycle of the lesson..

-

It is particularly important for the student to carry out the fgtructions
for activities given in the study guide. In 'order.that a record may be main-
tained of these 'activities, each student should pick up a copy of the STUDENT
RESPONSE SHEET-wIlich include questions to be answered and the other activities .
requiring resPonses. These should be completed and turned in to the instructor
as required for grading, feedback foi: the instructor, and to provide a basis

.

, for student interaation in the discussion group.

. Each Learning Carrel Lesson is independent within the context of the course.
Some of them provrde direct information on asgiven topic, but in an individualized
mode requiring some activities and thOught on the part of the student. Others
place the student in a role-playing situation where sre position must be taken
on provocative questions or issues. ',Others deal primArily with applications of
environmental information. In all the lessons, the student is expected to receive
basic information that is coordinated with the lebtures, the small group dis-

,

cussions, and the readings.

.11
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ENVIRONMENTAL EARTH SCIENCE

LEARNING CARREL LESSONS

Section I: Man's Effect on Nature

Lesson 6.1:
Lesson 6.2:
Lesson 6.3:

PoOulation
Land Use
Urban Crisis (Field Trip)

Section II: Energy

Leslon 6.4: Energy
Lesson 6.5: Energy Resources

3101111110o Lesson 6.6: Fitture Projections

Section III: Processes Through Time
)

Lesson 6.7: Geologic Time
Lesson 6.8: Long Term Events
Lesson 6.9: Short Term Events

I

Section IV: Natural Resources
1. a

.Lpsson 6.10:
Lesson 6.11:
Lesson 6.12:
Lgsson 6.13:

Minerals
Conflicts of Interest
,Soils

Water

Section V: Oceanography

Lesson 6.14: Ocean Resources
Lesson 6.15: Pollution of the Oceans

,
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TO THE ;;TUDENT:

This booklet contains-two se,ctions: (1) the Student Study Guide
for this 1bsson, and (2) the Script or printed copy of the discussion recorded
on the audio cassette tape.

You are exRected to begin with the printed instructions in the
ptucky Guide and follow them continuously as you study the lesson. In many
instances the same or similar instructions may also be heard orthe audio
cassette tape: Refer to the script only if you need to refresh your Temory
as to somdthing that was said. ..The script is provided because you cannot
back %the tape if you 'need to ieview something alfeady said on the tape.

Specific instruc ons will be given^in the Study Guide as to
when to start and stop tIie.kape. Do not restart the tape until instructed
to do so inAhe Study Guide.

Questions requiring written answers should be completed oil the
STUDENT RESPONSE' SHEETS provided by the Instructor.

\
This lesson is in two parts and is somewhat long. You may choose

to do Parts I and II at separate timed.

INSTRUtTIONS:

1. -Read thIntroductfonj Rationale and Objectives for this lesson
N- that follows. If you have questions, check wfth the Instructot or 137;octor..

INTRODUCTION:
or-

Return fOr a moMent to your own.elementary school days anTrecail
(Ance plioular riddle, "Where was Noah when the lights went out?".. Of course

theanswer Was, "He was in the dark." Exchange places with Noah for a 'moment
and imagine.your predicameint if every: one of the lights in our coDuntri.

: suddenly flickered and died. "Nowhere would you be able to find albulb or
breaker to correct the damage created by a sudden 'shortage of eledttical
energy--. Even as the teMperature of your own previously air-conditioned
environment began to rise, you would find nearly every 'household appliance
you own u9e1ess. You would find it impossible to transmit or reteive communica-

. tion, avail yourself of comiercial services,, or transact your. eVeryday affairs.
Your ease of travel would be limiVed to the extent of the fuel presehtly
in your car. The list of complications created byea shoktage of energy is
endless and unfortunately closer to realization than is commonly thought.



--"
Kajh year our energk industries fall further behind in ttrir-abiliAer
supply power on damand to a nation rapidly depleting its natural energy
resources. Without even knowing it, we have already stepped into "A Crisis

,

I
In Energy." This lesson invewVgates the nature and extent of our national
energy-situation.

Part I of this ],esson explores facts an& opinions- currently under .

discussion among experts engaged in redirecting our national energy polidies.
Following ,the format of a Ty program, it is a Teal interview with real experts
In the"energy field who have presented theiroOlews specifically for this
lesson. The experts were Dr. Wilson Laird, Director of the American Pdtroleum'
Institute, Washington, D.C.; Dr. Samuel Ellison', Professor of Geological.
Sciences'and'Dean of the College of Natural Sciences (currently'Alexander
Deussen Professor in Energy Resources) at4The UniversitY'(of Texas lb-Austin;
and Dr- erbert Woodson, Chairman, Department of 4ettrical Engfheering at,
The pniver ty of Texas at Austin. . These exper4/discuss significant itvend&
in the produc ion and consumption of our principle energy resources. ) .

Pert-II of thi's lesson provides you with basic information concerning.'
our energy resources. Much of it Is in the form Of graphs for you to read and,
interpret. In other instances, specific nUmbers or other data are given and
you wtby/be askea to translate these data.into.various forms or graphs. The
purpose of these exerciseS is to reinforce your knowledge of the subject and
emphasize the importance of various meAns of communication to learning.

RATIQNALE:

"Self-evi'dent as it may seem, in most situations we can help
individUals adapt better if we simply provide them wkth advance information
bout what lies ahea40" (Alvin Toffler in*FutUre.Shock)

a
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OBJECTIVES OF THIS LESSON:

The objectives of this lesson are listed below. As you proceed
through the program,, place a checkmark in the columq(s) which indicates,in
what part of the lesson each objective was discussed. (USE STVDENT.RESPONSE
SHEETS)

Upon completion of all the exercises associated.with this lesson
'you should be able to:

.

,

-
Part 1

,

Part II

y

1.

Objectives

state length of time undiscovered gas and
oil will last in the United Staies

.

.

,

state the lead time iri discoverinl oil

.
3. state 2 difficultArs involved in imborting

..

hydrocarbons

state 14 methods of minin& coal

.

I
4

explain thefluctuatian in the utilization
Of coal from 1900 to 1980

state the years in which hydrocarbons and'
.

,coal ar expected to reach peak production
in the United States

.

.

6.

.
.

7.

.

identify 2 l'uels which can be used in.a
.

nuclear eiectric installatiog
...

k

. 8.
. . I

describe the process involved in converting
,

Uranium-238 into Plutonium-235
Ii

,

,

9.

10.

'

v
.

.
,

define lead time as used in this lesson
.

state length of time known recoverable
reServes of gas and oil in the United States
will last. (

.

r

11.
,

state 4 reasons for the currfht and expected
continuance of the energy-crisis in the
United States .'

.

4/

12.
.

..

evaluate ramifications of a decrease in ,

available energy in'the United States in
.

terms of the grossApational product,
unemployment and per capita income

,.

..
13. tdentigty trends in energy consumption by

.fuel type during the next 10 years ...-
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During the next 15 minutes you 'Will listen to the interview
.that is Part I of your lesson. .An edited transcript of the interview is
prepared for you at the back of this Study Gui.de if you care tO refer to
it for review.

wasilm

11101111140 INSTRUCTIONS:

c.
,

2. Start the audio cassette tape and slides (for 111tnually
operated slide carousels, be sure the slide on the screen ip the title
slide or the blank colored slide in slot number one. Otherwise,- the
slides and tape will not be synghronized). Listen to the tape and view
the slides until the ipter/iew is completed at the enddoof Part I, then
STOP THE TApE ANIT SLIDES.

Preview yOr lesson objectives and identify those Objectives,
that relate to specific concepts th the interview. Check the objectives
on your STUDENT RESPONSE SHEET.

INSTRUCTIONS: .

3.Restart the audio cassette taDe. Listen to the tape and
view the slides until you are told to name'a few trends that you think
might inflynce our rate of petroleum production, then STOP THE TAPE
AND SLIDES as instructed. List these-trends under Frame 1 of your '

STUDENT RESPONSE SHUT.

1 0
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1 Frame

5

List trends, ,4,1; you think might have influenced the rise in the rate
of petroleum prO'nuction in_the Urlited States. (USE STUDENT RESPONSE
SHEET) 0/

4

MO!'" INSTRUCTJONS:

4. Restart the audio cassette tape. Listen to.the tape and-view,
the slides until you are tola to stop the tape. -Then STOP THE TA.11 AND
SLIDES.. You will need to eerntSpueviewing the slide with the graph

Cyqt,le of'Natural Gas rq'oduction in the United States and Adjacent
-Continental Shelves, Exclusive of Alaska," since the questions below will
require reading this graph: Answer the questions under Frame 2.on your
STUDENT RESPONSE SHEET.

1-1-7-Iame 2 1

I. The projectkon for the production of natural gas between 1966 and
1980 00 how many cubic feet?

ft

2. What is our tbtal capacity for the production of"natural gas during
the 160 years plotted'on the graph?

What is \o.ur,percent per year pxo.duction of natural gas in terms of
out total potential production?*

l4 . i-Ow many cubic pet of natural gas is estimated tO be produced
between the ye4Lnit 1980 and 2000?

5. During :t6his 160 year period, the slope of the bell curve becomes
zero in what year? P.

4. 4

INSTRUCTIONS: loy
. 5. Restart e au io cassette tape. isten tb the tape and
view the slides until ou are told to stop the t pe. Then STOP THE

, TAPE AND SLIDES. Stus the grid entitled "Ultimate U.S. Coal Productionlit

and the data belowit od the next page and from the data provided plot
the curve on your STUDENT RESPONSE SHEET-
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,
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-

. 0
2000
2100 2.20
2200 24)
2300 2.00
2 00 1.10
2500 .40

.

/2600
42 00 .0

2800 .02

INSTRUCTIONS:

2600.

6. Restart the Audio cassette tape. .Listen to the.ttiole and view
the slides until told to stop the tape. Then STOP THE TAPE AND SLIDES and
answer the questions under Frame 3 on Your STUDENT RESPONSE SHEET.

.

[ Frame 31

1. Who are the primary consumers of coal,.both past and present?

0
40.

ers

,
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a

L Frame.. 3 I (continued)

2. +lame 2 factors 'which mighi have caused peaks e.ed dips dur ng tht
years 1900 and 1970 on ilhe graph above.

3. Name 4 pollutants emitted in the imarning of cAl.'

31011111101 INSTRUCTIQNS:

T. Restart the audio cassette tape. -Listen to the tape
and view tbe slides until you are told to score your 'answers. ,Mark
your score on the STUDENT RESPONSE SHEET.

TNSTRUCTIONS:

1'
. 8. Restart the audio.,caseette tape. Lieten to'th4 tape and view

the slides kantil xod are told ,to stop the t*pe. 'Then STOP THE TAPE AND SLIDES% ,

and study the grapti below and answer the'qUestions under Frame' 4 on your
STUDENT RESPONSE SHEET, .

3000

2000

-

ANNCIAL EN.ERGY REQUIREMENTS
FOR ELEeTRIC GLNERATION

ED Nuclear
Water

ED Oil
Gas

t7r4 Coal

. A%.1000

;2 //1
0 01/ d d
19SO 1955 1960 1965 1970

Year

1974° Ian

A



L Frame 14 1

( :out,

- 4.ht

1980 nuclear fuels'will contribute (?) billion kilowatt hours
w Oro) toward the total generation of electricity.

.,

?., in 1980 coal will conCribute (a) (?) billion KWH toward the total
generation of electricity or (b) 0 percent.of the 5 major contributors.

.3. Referring to the graph of "Ultimate U.S. Coal Production," you might conclude
that 900 billion.KWH is equivalent to (y) short tons of coal (assuming all
coal production.is used in the generation of electricity).

I. In 1980, which of the 5 sources will contribute least to electric generation?

8

VIP

WM. INSTRUCTIONS:
.

9. Restart the audio cassette taRe. Listen to the tape and view',the
YOu are told to score your answers. iIihen STOP THE TAPE AND SLIDES

. and record your score on the STUDENT RESPONSE SHEET.

10. Restait the.-audio'citssette tape. Listen to the tape and view
the slides until told to stop the tape. Then STOP THE TAPE AND SLIDES. You
will need to continue-viewin the ra h "Pro ected Electric Generat on
Source .in order.to fill in the blanks on the chart below. ,Fill
thes on your STUDENT RESPONSE SHEET.

1 : Rest. th qudiocassette tape and listen to the tape and .

view the slides Until you are given instructions to check your answers with those
on the slide. Theh STOP THE TAPE AND SLIDES and mark your score on the STUDENT
RESPONSE SHEET.

PROJECTED ELECTRIC GENERATION .BY SOURCE-1965-2000

*
TRILLION KILOWATT HOURS

SOURCE - 1965 1980 2000
,

L.

Vuclaar-fueled steam ,2 .7

Coal-fUeled'ateam .4 .8
0i1-4ueled steam .2 (?).

Gas,faeled steam" .1 .2

.1 .k
Pumped-storage.hydro -.05

;. Other

Conventional hydro .2 . (7) ,

INSTRUCTIONS:
1/4

*rfr

12. eAtart the.s. dio caSsette te.p. Liaten'to the,tape and view
: the .slides 'until you Ire insteucted to stop, the tape. Then STOP ,THE TAPE AND

SLIDES and complete the following graph AS instructed. Your graph should be
made on the STUDENT RESPONSE SHEET.

a.

10,
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TOTAL U.S. ENERGY CONSUMPTION, PERCENT BY TYPE OF

TYPE OF FUEL ,

.

YEARS
1920 1935 1955 1970 1990,

Nuclear -- -- -- 1% 25%

Gas , 5% 10% -25%

A

35% 20%

Oil . 15% 35% 45% -45% 35%

Coal 75% 50% . 25% 14% 15%

5%Hydro, 5% 5% 5%' :5%

111011111101P,INSTRUC1'I0NS1

13. 'Restart the audio cassette tape. Listen'
the slide. Compare t%he graph on the slide with the one

-STOP THE TAPE AND SLIDES andtanswerethe questions below
SHEET.

[FranieJ I

FUEL.

to-the tape and view
you havi made. ,!Then

on your STUDENT RESPONSE'

1. Coal contributed (1) to the total U.S. energy consumption in 1920.



( con tintwd[liqu-u-eT 1 ,

OMEN.

b

Ln 1920., hydro conttibuted (?) Itt to the total U.S. energy consumption.
In 1990 It is proirected"that hydro will contribute (?)._._% toour total
energy consumption.

1. In 1970.ol1 conti-ibuted (?) % to the total U.S. energy conSumption.

"

111011111100' NSTRUC1PIONS:

4. Restart the audio cassette tape. Listen to the tape and
view the slide,showing, answers to the'questions,you have just answered
under Frame 6. Then STOP THE TAPE ANDSLiDES. Record your scoe on your
STUDENT RESPONSE SHEET.

15. _Restart the audio cassette tape.: Studypie,graph in,the
next slide, "United States Uranium Requirementsand PrOduction .Capability,"
and follow the discussion on he tape. I.lhen told to do so, STOP THE TAPE
and answer the questions under Frame 7. pn your STUDENT RESPONSE SHEET.
You will'need to view the slide contlnuoualy to find answers to these
question8.

t-

-.

1 6
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lo

Frame T-)
r--

1 . What is the projected cumulative productOm capability of:uranium
in 1980?

A

2. In 1985 the annual production/requirement will be (?) % greater
than the annual productigh capability.

i. During the Period between.1970 and 1985 our cumulitive production
.oapabl1ity will halie increased (?) %. .In this same period our
cumulative requirement-will have increased (71 %.

1,

How do you think projected requirements are determined?

5. Howlvould the-introduction of a\breeder reactor in 1970 have
affected theSe projections for production capability?

G!.

-r

11\
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11011111111 INSTRUCTIONS: s.

12

16. Restart the audio cassette tape. Listen to the tape and
view the slide with answers to the first four questions under Frame 7.
Then STOP THE TAPE AND BLTDES.- -Mark your seore Oi your STUD.ENT RESPONSE
SHEET.

,

Restart the audio cassette -tape and follow instructions
for the following graph entitled -"Fuel ,Required." STOP THE TAPE AND
SLIDES to complete, this graph on your STUDENT RESPONSE SHEET.

,

8

7
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[ Fr-ani-44M

FUEL REQUIRED

TYPE'OF FUEL TONS OF,COACPER
1968. 1980

YEAR
. -1990

, 1Oil 2 0 0^

.Gas 120 150 180
.

Nuclicr 20
t

260 Coo

Coal 300 430 630

11101111010INSTRWTIONS:

13

18. Redtart the audio cassette tape. Listen to the tape atfa view
the slides and compare it wtth the graph you have made. Then STOP THE TAPE
AND SLIDES and answer the questions under Frame 9 on your STUDENT RESPONSE
SHEET.

.

1 9
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r Frame 9

1. WHich fuel type,h1 projected'to have the highestrrate of iperease
requirement over the :)2-year period? .

2. Which fuel type is projected to have the lo;rest rate of increase in
requirement in the a2-year period?

3. Give probable causes for your answers in 1 and 2.

4. List 2 environmental hazards associated with the consumption or
production of each Of the given fuel types. Do you think these
environmental hazards could influeace the projections given for
each fuel type in 1990?

11101111110 INSTRUCTIONS:

19. Restart the audio cassette tape. Ltstep to.the tape and view
he slides and review your answers to the first tvo questiont above. Then
RTOP.THE TAPE AND SLIDES and record your score on your STUDENT RESPONSE SHEET.

20. Restart the audio cassette tape. Listen to the tape, view the
slide, and listen -pA, the description of the graph entitled "Fuel Source.'

-Distribution for Electrical Power (l965)." Then STOP THE'TAPE AND SLIDES
and answer the questions under Frame lb on your STUDENT RESPONSE SHEET.

21. Restart the atihio cassette tape and compare your answers
to the above questions with those on the slide. Mark your score on the
STUVENT RESPONSE SHEET. :0

1,Frame 10

1. What fuel is

2. Predict what
fuel type to

used in your city to generate electilyty?

you believe will/be the approximate contribution by
the total U.S. electric power generation in 1980.

Fuel tpe Percent Contribution Trend

A. ,
.

4.

.

B.

,
.. ,

D. v
f

.
_._

,

2 0
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111010111400 IN0THucriloti:

22. Restart the audio cwsiWe tape. Lioten to the tape und view
the slides until told to stop the tape. Then STOP THE TAPE AND-SLIDES.
Complete the Araph under Frame 11 oei your STUDENT RESPONSE SHEET using.the,.

data given below for_fuel source distribution for electrical power'projected.
for 1980.

[Frume if]

11101111140110 INSTRUCTIONS:

23. Restart the audio cassette tape. Listen tothe tape and'view the
slides. Compare your graph with the one on the-slide and record your:score on-
your.STUDEWT RESPONSE SHEgT. Then STOP THE TAPE AND SLIDES.

SOURCE

, .

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION

Nuclear Power 32%

pas

Oil ,

1

3%

Hydro
. ,

,

,13%
.

Coal
,

37% 0

-

FUEL SOURCE DISTRIBUTION FOR iLECTRICAL POWER (1980)

.1

24. tik_l_tudiocatiFIr....2._ttetaeRestai. .Listen to the tape and view the
slides until the end of the lesson.
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'ANSWERS TO QUESTTNS IN STUDY GUIDE

OBJECTIVES OF THIS DESSON:

16

The objecttveS of this lesson are listed below. As you proceed
through the program, place a checkmark in the column(s) which Indicates in
what part of.the lesson each objective was)discussed. ZUSE STUDENT RESPONSE
SHEETS)

Upon completion 10%11 the exercises associated with this lesson
you should be able to:

Part I Part II Objectives .

.

.

X

_

,

.

. state length of time undiscovered gas and
oil will last'in the United States

.,
1

. sta e'the lead time in discoverin: oil
,

. .3. state 2 difficulties involved in importing
drocarbons.

.

state 4 methOds of niinin: coal

. X '. 5. explain the fluctuation in the utilization
, of doaI from 3.'00 to 1'80 ,

.-

X
6. state the' years in which hydrocarbons and
.5..',coal are expected to reach peak.production

i".in the United States

,

1. identify-2 fuels which can be used in'a
nuclear electric installation

8. describe the process involved in converting

.2---(----------2:definelead'tli""aslessa--2.
l,

__,______.___,_to:.....2._j_._._*a,1t2itoni-2.Urarum.

.

_10. state length of time known recOverdble

i reserves of gas and oil in the United States
will last

X
.

. .

.11. state,4 reaions for the current and expected
. continuan6e of the energy crisis An the

United .States

.

X

12. --evaluate ramifications of a decrea4in
.

. available energy in the United States in
terms of the gross national product,
un--10 nent and ex ca.ita iliCome

,

-

X

0
13. identiO-ttonds in energy consumption

... by fuertype auriiirthe- next 10 years

z2 41
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FRAREi I Answers

Trends to about 1960:

a

1. increased consumer demand
2., increased production technology
3. increased geologic information about oil formations

and locations
4. high profits for Any industries (production, refining,

Gansporting, etc.)
.5. goveraMental regulation

Trends after 1960decrease in rate of production due to:

1. cost increasing faster than profit
2. desirable and profitable well sites diminishing
3. output from individual wells diminishing
4. technology unable to keep pace with demand
5. goveraMental regulation

FRAME 2 1 Answerp

17/

Answers to the questions below can be determined by a study of the graph
or the slide projected on your viewing screen. The same graph is reproduced
belbw.

,

,
1.

, 1

, 1
-!..-W7 ' 1

"....<',.
, .
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oe, tzto lefts
illebe 1 % /'
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Alen

qamplete cycle of natural gas production in,the Unitqd States
and adjacent continental shelves, exclusive of Alaska.

(from Hubl4krt, 1969, p. 190)

.
;,
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1. The'projection for the production or natural gas between 1966! and
.1980 is how many cubic feet?'

283 x 1012 ti3. To obtain this answer, read data directly
from4our graph. On the horizodtal axis (abscissa), locate ,

the'time perpd between-1960 and 1980. the projected
production for natural gas is already'calculated. for you ,

between these years and is identified by the numeric value
given'in this column prepared with repeating diagonal lines.
This value represents the total amount of projected pi-oduc-
tion of natural gas (in cubic feet) during the period between
1966 and 1980.

2. What is our total.capacity for the production of natural gas during
the 160 yeArs plotted 9p-the graph?

,

1220 x 1012 ft3. Add the produCtion values of the 3 iirimary
areas under the curve for,the total capacity of production of
natural gas during the 160.year period plotted on the graph
(i.e., 318 x 1012 ft3 + 283 x 1012 ft3 + 609,x 1912 ft3 a ?)

3. What is our percent per year Rroduction of-natural gas in termS of our
.total potential production?

6.3414 per.year. Read the numeric value directly from 'the
graph. The slope of the curve in 1966 is used to determine
the percent pqr,year production value and is given on the
graph as a dotted line extending above the curve to the top
of the graph.

L. How many cubic feet of natural gas is estimated to be produced between
the years 1980 and 2000?

410 x 1012 ft3. In the upper right-hand corner of,the-graph is
a reference square dabeled 200 x 1012 ft3.to'help you determine
absolute quantities-id tersis of area under the curve. Using
this sqUare_you can approximate the absolute value cif projected
production during ihe'years between 1980 and 2000 much like you'
would have done in answer W1 above. ,

During this 160 year period:the slope" of the bell curve becomes zero
in what year? ,

1980. The apex (hIghest point) of the curve is-shown in the
year 1980.

,

fo.

2
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Gfaph for Ultimate U.S. Coal Production
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piaRETY] An,swers

2600

.0th

.10. Who are the i;rimary, consumers of coal boih past ahd present?

PAST PRESENT

1. railrOads ' 1. municipal power
2. residential consumers generatirkg plants
3., industry (power generation) 2, industriel power

-

4 generating plants
3. heavy industry

(used in making steel)

s



2. Name 2 factors which might have caused peaks and dips during the
years 1900 and 1970 on the graph ai.shown on the s4de.

a. depreeston of"the 1930's
.4b

b. enviromental conderni

3 Name four pollutants emitted in thODurning of Coal.

S00-- sulfur dioxide Cd --'cadmiunk
Hg mercury Pb -- lead

FRAME -1 Answers

The following graph is taken from: Singleton, Arthur L. Sources of
Nuclear.Energy, Atomic Energy Commission, 1968,.p. 54,

.

ANNUAL ENERGY REQUIREMENTS
FOR ELECTRIC-GENERATION

1950 1955 1960 1965

Yiar
1970 1975 1980

20

1. in 1980 nuclear fuels will pontriute 11. billidn kilowatt hours.
(KWH) toward the total generation a ectricity.

To obtain this figur ocate the year 1980 on the horizontal,

X4
.axis. Norlocate the:nuclear contrib ion tort this year and
determine the approximate amount Of, 's produced in this
year from he index given on tht vertical axis (ordinate) on.

,.

the left Ida of the graph. .Remember the abscissa is given
in incremen s of 1000 KWH intgrvals. . ,.

,

5

;.
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2. In 1980'coal will contribute (a) 2.92 billion KWH toward the.total
generatian, of electricity or (b) ilpercent of the 5 major contributors.

To obtain these,figures, determine the absolute req41rement
of, coal in .198d by first following the steps given in answer
#1. Next, determine the total requirement for all contributors-
in 1080 by adding the iffdividual fuel contributors Or reading the
cumulative annual requirepents directly from the graph (i.e., in
1963 the cumulativeannual requirement was 1000 billion KWH).
Using the.following. foimula, determine the percent requirement

- % of coal to the' totil requirement:

coal requirement ,(1980). x 100 1
-% requirementtotal annual requirement 1980

3. Referring to the graph of "Ultimate U.S. Cold Production," you might
lev conclude that 900 lovillion KWH is equivalent to 1 brilion short tons

of coal (assming all coaf produCtion id used ih the.generation of
electricity).

01.

900 billion KWH is the projected requirement of coal in 1980
(reading frot-the graph of "Annual Energy Requirements for
Electric Geberation"). Determine from,the graph :of "Ultimate
U. S. Coal Productide how much coal will be produced in 1980.
Assuming all coal production id ueed in the generation of ,

electricity, these two.values should be equivalent.

coal requirement for- .1 Unt.ted States coal
electric generation (1980) production (1980)

4.. In 1980, which of the.5 sourdts wi34 contribute:least to electric
'generation?.

According-to the.graph of "Annual Energy Requirements
for Electric Generation (1950-1980)," oil will contribute
least to ftlectric generation. How do you thihk oil will be
used in 1980?

2 7
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[ FRAME 5 j Answers

The following data Are taken fiom a bu11eti4 published by The Council on
-Environmental Qualy, 1970, p. 81.

4

4it

Prolected Electric Generation
by UW.1;4119654000
Anmsa average Non -

nip mommmourermormoormsewom........rstr

.

. ,

.
t

0 A r

.0 ,

.. . ,

'...:;

. ,
.

.

Nuclear= .

. 'Fueled
. , Steam

.

.

,-

,.;

,

.., . .

. .

Coal-Fueled Steam

#4114°.
.....A

0114rUlled sftem

, Gas. 01 . team
..,i;,...

. ..___ .............
Caaventlaaal Hyd

1965 19110
rameed-Iftwaga Hydro

Ovanwas ease Ilisseareab Ow* imam of MONK Osparawat aoi WON%

I.

To complete the table below, find the year in question on the horizontal
.axis of your graph. Locate the energy source in question and determine
its maximum and minimum values in trillion KWH for the year in'question.
The absolute difference between these,two values determines the equivalent'
energy generation for a particular source.



FRAME A j

TRILLION KILOWATT HOURS
BOURCE 1965 1980 2000

Nuclear-fueled'eteam .2

Coal-fueled steam . 4
OIL-fueled steam .2
Gas-fueled steam . 1,
Other

. 1
Pumped-storage hydro .0
Conventional hydio .2

Answers

. 7 4 . 5.

.8 ITT

-.7 . 4
. 1 1 -7 T
.05 L. Ll.

. 3 .4

t

NUCLEAR

so.

23

'411

1.1

".1

-4

Made

TOTAL U.S. ENERGY CONSUMPTION, PERCENT BY TYPE OF FUEL:

TYPE OF FUEL YEARS
1920 1935 1955 1970 1990

Nuclear -- -- -- 1%

r.

25%
...--

10% 25% 35% 20%

Oil . 15% 35% 45%. 45i 35%

,

Coal 75% SO% 25% 14% 15%

Hydro 5% 5% 5% 5% 5%

1990

g.
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1. Coal contributed 75% to the total U.S. energY consumptiOn in 1920.

. In 1920 hydro.contributed 1% to the. total U.S..energy consuiription.
In 1990 it is projected that hydro will contribute 1% to our total

k
energy consumptjon. .

A. In 1970 oil contributed 45% to the totalpU.S. energy consumption.
.

\.A
You can read these answers directly from the giraph (width of the band in %)
or the table.

I FRAME 7 Answers

The following graph is copied from the orie shown on the slides you have
_viewed. It was used as a basis fOr answers to the.questions that follow.

Thousands of tons d
5 00.......asrambrouswr.,

300--

200

100

.....".000.10w...mW.1.0.1.1.1.1wOmikiiIIMV.P.1010.1%.100.10.0ftmlnale01"°41041.1111"014".'

PRODUCTION CAPABILITY

Annual
. r

1111111 Cumulative

worman. Requirements

s-

1970 1975

7
I
1

,
I .

) I
, .

,
kle _I

1980 - 1985
Years

warm STATES URANIUM RNWIRIMENTB AND PRODUCi/ON CAPABILITY

1. What is the projected cumulative production capability of uranium
in 1980?

-\

230 Thousands of Tons of U
3
0

8

3 0
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2. In the 1985 the annualvoduction requirementwill be 192% greater
than the anndel production capability.

To 'determine this answer:

annual production- annual prodtIction
requirement cvability

v.
annual production
capability

or 66 r 33
3S x 100 = 400% Increase

a

44,

-x 100 % Increase

3. buring the period between 1970 and 1985 our cusnilative production
capability will have increased (a) 20.0. In this same period our
sumulative production requirement will hive increased (b) 7483%.

a. Cttinilative produciion cur9.ulaiive production
capability (1985) cmfoabiliV,(1970)

cumulative production
capability (1970)

360 - 12
12 x 100 = 2900% Increase

b. cumulative production - cumulative production
requiremerit (1985) requirement (197))

cumulative production
requirement (1970)

x 100 = 7483% Increase

x 100 = % Increase

x 100 = % Increase

NOte: How 40 answers (a) and (b) compare? What is the
siignificance of the differences?

4, How do you4 -think projected requirements ire determined?

Government and private studies based on trends in consumption
of electrical power greatly influence projections for the
requirement of nuclear fuels. -Reriember, all-of this energy
resource.is ultimately converted tooelectricity. There is an
expected high correlation between power consumption and
economic indices, such as gross national product, unemployment,
consumer activity, and even population. The lack of other

'available fuels.at competitive prices.his perhaps the greatest
influence on projections for the use of nuclear fuels.

1

dr
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5. How would the introduction of * breeder reactor in 1970 have affected
these projections for production capability?.

,

At'current prices there are only abOut 550 plant years Of known
recoverable Uraniui 238 in 'existence in the U.S. This means that

.if only one nuclear plant were built, we could expect it to have
sufficient fisitionable fuel for-only 550 yeirs. If two plants
were bUilt, this time factpr wAld be cut in half, or 225 years.
In the graph below projections for the cumulative number of nuclear
power plagts in the U.S. in 1980 are given. If 100 plants do
exist in 1980, each plant would have less than 5 years of 'Productive
life -- assuming equal fuel consumption at each plant site.

PROJECTED INCREASE IN NUCLEAR
POWER PLANTS in UNITED STATES

Compare the graph above with the graph of "United States Uranium
Requirements and Production Capability,"
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Gas

Nu6lear

Coal

11,

4
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www1101.

1968 4, 1980 1990

TYPE OF FUEL

4.

TONS OF COAL PER YEAR
1968 i 1980 1990

0 i l I

e

50 20 115

Gas

a.

120 150 '180

Nuclear 4

20 260
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600 ,
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[FRAME 91 Annwers

g

1.' Which fuel type is projected to have the highest rate of increase in
re,quirement over the 22-year period?

Nuclear. Examination of each blx should reveal which fuel
type is proj cted to have the highest rate of increase in
requlrement.f The rate of increase may be-determined bt
calculating jthe percent growth.of requirement over-the
22-yeax peri d.

Example:

.coal (12901 - coal (168)
coal (1968) x 100 % Increase

2. Whi'ch fuel type is projected to have the lowest rate of increase in
,requirement in the 22-year period?

Gas. Use the above procedure to identify the fuel type
projected to have the lowest increase in requirement.

.

3. .Give probable causes for your answers in 1 and 2 above.

Indications are that nuclear fmels will become inexpensive
to produce and consume and WRItimately prove harmless
to the envtronment. Gas will have the lowest rate of
increase i)ecause we have already recovered nearly all that
is economically feasible to,do so. Without changes in
technology and price stilictures, little more gas can be
expected to be recovered relative to our needs because we are
already producing natural gaNtt a maximum rate.

4. -List 2 environmentar hazards associated with the consumption or production
of each of the given fuel types. Do you think these environmentell hazards
could influence the.projections given for each fuel type in 1990?

Nuclear: thermal pollution, disposal of radioactive
wastes, radiation emission

Gas: SO2 discharge, LNG transportation
Oil: oil spills, SO2 discharge
Coal: strip mining, SO2 discharges

The protection of the environment will probably plague the
energy industry.for a long tiMe to come. Should the kroduction
or consumption of any.fuel prove too dangerous to pul4ic health
and welfare, it would be reflected in scaled down projections
for its use. Of courie, the opposite horde true as well: Unlest
satisfactory substitutes are developed, future projections will also
reflect scaled down, valUes for our standard of living.

3 4
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LRAM 10 1 Answers

1. What fuel is us'ed in your city to generate electricity?

.Austin, Texas Natural gas With oil used as a
reserve fuel iz an emergency..

2. Predict what you believe willtbe the approximate contribution by
fuel type to the,total U.S. electric power'generation in 1980:

,

Fuel type ,

.

Percent Contribution Trend

1

A. Nuclear 32% Increase

B. Coal 37% Decrease
/

C. Natural Gas 15% \-- Decrease

D.

B.

Oil

Bydro

. 3%

13%

Decrease
,

Decrtase-
0

"-.7.:;-:

0;

ow*

t_
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Answers

FUEL souRcg PARGENTA/STRIBUTION.

34Nuclear Power

Gas .

Oil '

* ,

.... t
,

.....kar_oIJI_______
4 .

37%'Co'al

,

To prepare this pie-graph above, locate the center of the circle with a
1 ruler placed on the diameter of the 0.rcle. Draw a radius. Place a
pro ractor on the radius with the-"0" on the center and the straight
edge of the radius. For 37% coal, compute 37% of 360p/ing 133°, Make
a n radius at this point. Move the protractc4 to thin radius and compute

gas, 15% of 3609 is W.° Repeat this procedure to calculate oil,
3 e 11°, hydro, 13% 47°140and nuclear, 32% al 1150.

ks

36
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"FUTURE PROJECTIONS" Learning Carrel Lesson,6.

'Energy
s; Future Projec-

tion4

I--,

L.C.L. 6.6

(title)

!rational week i
Review (photo o
grpup seated
around a coffee
I table)

4.

!....io+....--:.~.14eWIarMt

Good Evening. This is National Week in Review.
Tonight . . . "A,CrIzis in Energy.'4

1

A Crisis in
Energy (group
photo),

Our gueststthis evening include Dr. Wilson Laird,
Director of the American Petroleum Institute, Washington;
D.C., Dr. Samuel Ellison, Professor of Geological Sciences
and Dean'of the College of Natural Sciences at The Univeisity
of, Texas,at Austin, ahd Dr. Herbert Woodson, Chairman,
'Department of Electrical Engineering, also. from The University
of Texas at Austin. Your moderator, Mr. Stan Prescott.

39
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Dr.,Wion Laird

,

1 ..

..._

I

4Dr. Wilson Laird

se.

2

(Laird) "I think that we should'clarify the situation -

a lkttle bit to say approximately.how mdch of tge energy
is made up by oil and gas."

f`

"Appioximately 75 imrcent of all of the'energy that we
use in the United States is generated by oil and gas.
A relatively small amount, about 4 percent, by 'Water,
an infinitesimal amount at this moment (percentage.-wise)
from the nuclear, and the remainder being coal."

0

Wilson Lair

I

"Now we are.using at the present time in the United
.°States about 15 million barrels of oil a'day, whith is
roughly five-millioirbarrels a daymore than we are able
to produce."

1

Graph of U.S.
petroleum self-
suffictency ,

195471315

c.

.1

"We have to imPort the remAinder from other c
. We are in' a situation where the gas has to be

.= in approximately twenty different states, kid
stxty communities. We have a situation where
Which we have abundant supplies in the United
has to'be rationed in as far as use is concern
relative to"the sulfur content."

ountries.
rationed
over
coax, of
States,
ed,

4 0
:
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itr. Prescott
' and
:Dr. Laird

(Prescott) "Dr: Lalrd, we read in the newspaper
every day abbut rationing and our dwindling reserves
and what llot, but why:are we faced with a shortage?"

3

i Dr. Laird
(Letird) "We are faced with a shortage simply because
ire have not gone out and aotually looked for it in
the last fifteen yeamin Ohe tame way that we used to
because of governmental policies, because of economics.
And secondly, there hat been a tremendous increase in
demand over the last fifteen years, more so than average."

cl

Map titled'

t

"International
FloW of Petro; .

Itum -.1907"

A.

.%

,

:r*

1:2J1Liik

17477!

Pto of entire.
?group.

!

(Prescott) industi-y`teen able to keep
..with thit.demandl"

up

(Laird) "The industry is able to keep up with this
demand primarily:by the importation of cheaper foreign

and to a considerable ektent, gat."

.(Prescott). "/ see:"

4.

a

(o'rescott) "Dr. Wpodton, can you tell me and tell our
audience irhy.we are faded with a shortage of fuels? This
is a fundamental question people are asking these days."

"



Dr. Herbert H.
Woodson

1. IL

(Woodson) "I think one of the things that's aggravated
our problems with oil and natural gas has been the problem
with burning coal in poser plants. There's Ileen so much
pvessure'to cut down tA emissions from'power plants that
there's been a tremendous fncreased demand for petroleum,
for oil and gas, to burn'in power plants where we burned coal
before. And I think this has aggravated the shortage of oil
and gas."

Mr. Prescott

Dr. jlaird

II
(Laiid) "Yee, because the amount of power that'was
produced by coal now has to be taken up by.oil
simply because the gas is not available to do it."

15

I

1"

1-1Mr. Prescott
and

Dr. Laird

(Prescott) "Dr. Laird, you're'from the American Petrolevm
Institute. In your opinion, doiou'think it's a good
idea to be burning petroleum in order to generate electricity?"

A

4.1

Dr. Laird

(Laird) "I have no inhibitions' about burning residual ,

fuel oil to produce electricity. I do have some
reservations about burning gas under boilers because

'of the fact that gas has other higher uses, for example,
damestid home beating and for chemical uses."

4 2
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Mr. Prescott (Lair"But it's again a problem of economics. And
and one af the reasons we're in this situation right now,

Dr. Laird to amplify the former remarks, is that the government,
because of the importuning primarily of people of

I
1

environmental persuasion, have kept down the amount
of leasing that is being dont'. For example, in the
Gulf of Mexico, where we do know reserves of a
considerable magnitude lie."

18

;Dr. Samuel P.

Ellison

(Ellison) "The environmentalists in their effort to
keep a clean environment have really prevented the
United States from gaining the use of energy that might
be available off our Atlantic and coastal areas, and
denial of the right to thehAlaska pipeline to be.tuilt
is denying the use of the North Slope oil reserves
right now."

IGraph titled
Energy Consump-
tion Per Capita'

*So

(Ellison) "I think mcre importantly, the United States
uses about 25 percent of the world's production of oil
and gas each day, and yet we have only about 6 percent
of the reserves of these things; therefore, Our future
is, la 1985 we will be depending upon 50 to 60 percent
of our oil and gas needs on foreign oil supplies."

20

Group photo
(Prescott) "Dri Ellison, assuming then that we are

'running low, on domestic oil, I guess the alternative
is to import oil and import other fuel needs; however,
do* you see this as a viable alternative to the growing
rate of consumption?"

4 3
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(Ellison) "My reaction is in this world we're going to
need all the sources of energy in.the future, end certainly
importation, as long as that is the economically proper
thing to do, 1.11,one wilky of doing it. However, if we try
to import all of our fuel needs, that means then that our
balance of payments are disappearing very, vrry quickly'
and we're spending all of our money.and giving-it to some
foreign country for this fuel."

(Ellisdn) "There are other alternatives eventually as the
economics are adjusted. We do have tar sands in North
America, and we have oil shales in North America; but these
will be a long time in developing because of the many Complex
technAlcal things that allow them to be developed. There,.
is also the possibility of nuclear fuels, and if we go to'
the nuclear fuels, it's my tenet' that nuclear energy will
be theAlajor source for electrical energy in the.future,
and that the portable fluid fuels such as oil and gas will
have to be reserved and rationed for portable transportation,
such as airplanes, automobiles, and boats."

.

(Woodson) "If I could just amplify yhat Dr. Ellison
said a moment ago with some quantitative things,"

................

(WOodsoill " .. if we refer to the chart on the U.S.
energy balance up here, you notice that the projection
by 1985 has us importing about 15 million barrels of oil
a day."

4 4
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Chart,titled
"Initial
Appraisal
1970-1985"4
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(Woodson) 1176w in terms of today's dollars, I believe
that's equivalent to an outflow of money of an amount,
of 25 billion dollars a year in imbalance )of payments,"'

261

1 Dr. Woodson
; and
'Stan Prescott

(Woodson) ".. and I think it simply is a matter of fact
that this country cannot afford that kind of luxury,
to export 25 billion dollars a year."

27

Dr. Ellison
and

Mr. Laird

1--I1

(Woolason) "Now it is also an interesting piece of
infomation that in order to build plants to either
get crude oil from the oil shale in Colorado, or to
built a plantto get this same petroleum liquid from
coal would require a capital expenditure of 75 billion
dollars, and that's only three years worth of cash outflow
from the imports."

!li

i.j Dr. Woodson

(Woodson) "Seirenty-five billion dollars is an awful
lot of capital, but it still seems mall compared to
25 billion dollars a year in imbalance of payments
caused by the importing of oil. But if we're going to
dpend.the 75 billion dollars to develop this alternative
source of petroleuft liquids, we have to start now; we
can't imit until 1982 or '83."

4 5
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Dr. Laird
and

Stan Prescott

1

Dr. Laird
and

Dr. Elltson

(Laird) "I would like to make a comment onthis. _I
don't regard the oil shale or the gas from coal or
anything else, with the possible exception of nuclear
in the power generation field, an being alternatives."

30

, Whole group
; (Laird speak
ing)

-*\

(Laird) "I regard them as supplements, assuming for
example that the rate of energy demand.will increase
along the lines it has in the last five or ten years.
That's point one I'd like to make."

31

Dr. Woodson
and

Stan Prescott

(Laird) "Pointitwo is, I feel myself that we have within
the United States and its continental shelf think
that me have large reserves of oil and gas as yet
undiscovered which ve can get now if we were allowed
to get at it."

j
(Prescott) "It's my understanding that the lead time in
developing an oii will is five years."

(Laird) "The average is five years. 1 vould_saythat-
any time, anything from the time that this is .an inception
of an idea in iome,geologist's mind until tbe well is

,

producing oil into the pipelcine, can vary anywhere from
three to ten years lead t needed. The .sama thing I.

tar
true Of building refine s or nuclear plants or anything
lse, arid unless we st now to do some of these things,
this gap in time is going to go through time. You can't
compress it, in other words. So time lost now is time lost forever."

4 8
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Dr. Woodson
1 and
Stan Prescott

1--1

(Prescott) "I have a question for Dr. Woodson which
deals with nuclear fuels. I would be interested in
hearing him take this concept of lead time and apply
it to the nuclear industry."

(Woodson) "1 think at the moment'it is fairly well
proven thatt electric energy generated-from nuclear
fuels and fh light-water fission plants and gas-cooled
reactors costs about the same amount as it does to
generate the same energy with fossil fuels."

35

Dr. Woodson
(Woodson) "As the cost of fossil fuels go up the
nuclear generated electric energy looks better and
better, and I think this is especially true in the.
fact .of enviranmental problems, that as the environmental
problems get more and more severe, nuclear energy begins
to look better and better."

361

9

(Prescott) "But aren't environmental problems plaguing
I D. Woodson

Stan Prescott

th-it nuclear industry these days?"
and

(Woodson) "They are, but I have a feeliag that this is same-
what temporary and the subject of some mieunderstanding,"

47
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Diagram of how
energy i produ-
ced in a nuclear
power plant

; Whole group
4 photo

10

(Woodson) ".. and I think these misunderstaridings will
be resolved and we will have a continued, almost explosive,
growth in the use of nuclear energy to generate electricity."

(Prescott) "Dr. Ellison, are there any cleaner fuels than
those fuels we've been mentioning, that is, the petroleum
fuels, fossil fuels?"

(Ellison) "There are otherifuels, but they are not
economically acceptable just yet. One is solar energy,
but there are no solar energy plants that can compete
with the price of either nuclear or fossil fuels. And
I think it's also possible to harness tides and a few
other things, but these will be minor things until they
become, as Dr. Laird said, supplemental to the total
energy needs,"

39 I

Dr. Laird
and

Dr. Ellison

(Ellison) ".. and my feelings are that we're going to
need all the energy if we want to keep oui. standard J
of living high and give the rest of the world a chance
at a high standard of living."

(Prescott) "Dr. Laird, can you tell us, in terms of
our gross national product, unemployment, and per capita
income, what are some of the specific ramifications of
a decrease in available energy in the United States
as it could affect the average consumer?"

1

Dr. Laird
and

1 Stain Prescott
1

I.

(Laird) "There's no question about the fact that
energy is the glue that keeps the whole economic
system going and without ener& we don't have any
products produceds.and it's also true that'there is a
direct correlation betireen the gross national product of
any.nation and the amount of energy consumed."

48
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Dr. Laird
and

Stan Prescott

li

11

(Laird) Ne use in the United States about six or seven
times per capita as much energy as any other nation in the
world. So as a result, we also have the highest standard of
living. Now, if we restrict the use of energy or if energy
is not available for any use, obviously, of course, we're
going' to cut down our economy; we're going to-cut down our
gross national product, and this will hit the people at the
lower end of the economic scale harder than anybody else.
And so- it's for this reason that the development of additional
energy resources and the development of our indigenous re-.
sources that we know or think are there. It is important that
it be done right now."

42

Dr. Laird
1 and

Dr. Ellison

-1

(Prescott) "What-is the role of the environmentalist in this?"

(Laird) "I personally feel that the environmentalist has
served a very.good purpose in the whole thinking of the
United States from the sense that they have called our
attention to some things that should have been done long
ago. But I feel many of them have may well have gone
too far and I think that now we've got to compromise to do
these things with a minimum damage to the environment, but
they forget that man is a part of the environment."

Group picture
(Woodson speak-
ing)

(Woodson) "Back in the thirties, the name of the game was
to exploit the resources, to raise our standard of living
and to raise our gross national product, no matter what,"

and
Stan Prescott

a
Woolpon) ".. and we have now reached a level of affluence
and klevel of exploitation that we have deCided.as a society
ve don't vant.to do that anymore, and we're right now doling
some soul-searching to decide exactly ihere we do want to get

-------141-411*-4Peetrum---e-f---abeeautel-T-ncr laduetry all the way to total
exploitation of all the resources, and I think the environ-
mentalists are just one component of tlitis society that's trying
to decide exactly where it 'wants to golnext. The'only frustra-
tion I feel is that in all of this you cin'thave :instant
gratification and too many environmen4Lists are asking for
instant gratification. There's a lead The tb do it.",1

4 9
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(Ellison) "I also think that it's only in these last few
years that people have realized that certain things like
fossil fuels are finite, and orfce we discover all of them
4nd use them, they'rp gone forever. Of course, We still
think there are many more to be discovered world-wide, but
the United States has been explored to a greater extent than
any other area in the world because of the private ownership
of mineral'rights."

; Dr. Ellison

(Ellison) "And to expect to find huge discoveries in the
future withinthe land boundaries of the United States
that would W6S-mparable to the needp is a pretty slim
thing right now. I'm.a little pessimistic on'tbat point -
now, but when we go off-shore, we do very well."

(Woodeon) "Or if we uss the coal."

(Ellison) "Yes."

4

47
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Group picture
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(Laird) "Or if we went and did better with more
of Alaska, particularly on'the North Slope."
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The End
Part I
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2.1.1 Graph
labeled "Com-
plete cycle_of
production of
petroleum in the
U.S. & adj.cont.

. ---1 shelves"
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In the next few minutes you will be ask6d to interpret data
presented in,a variety of graphs. Wll take a look at a number
of them, and therrou will be asked to make a few of your own.
It's. important trat you voek at your own pace, so take as much
time as you need.

Your forthcoming'graphs will be followed by a series of short
questions which you can find in your Study Guide. In checking

\ your answers against those we will provide you, remember to '

Milk

\erase or cross o any mistakes yodti might have made and recorcl
the\ corrct an4 .,Becayse you cen'pnly beseit from being
honest in this prokram, you 141 finihh eich:/exeicise by tabu-
lating your score in the low0 rightjhand corneejr each page.
Remember, you're working against no one but4yourself.

4.

Try to keep general trasids.in mind'ex you participate j,n this
final segment of your lesson. Remember, an inquiry j.o current
energy con*mption trends by fuel type-could be a keynote of your,
personal review.

Let
Ph

of
than

ok at this graph labeled "COMPLETE CYCLE OF PRODUCTION OF
LIQUIDS IN THE UNITED STATES AND ADJACENT CONTINENTAL

EXCLUSIVE OF ALASKA." Notice that a production rate
illion barrels of oil per year is plotted against lees
Centuries of time.

The stlape of this curve approkimates what is commonly called a
bell-shaped curve or simply a bell curve. You can see that this
curve actually has peaks- and dips, such as those leading up to
and during the depression and during the 1960's.

In this graph, ou are given whole production values during
particular time.periods. For example, 90 billion barrels of
petroleum have been p duced to the present. Thirty-nine billion
barrels more are expec ed to be produced by 1980. After thati,
71 billion barrels art all that remain to be produced within the
United States and its ontinental shelves'.

#1
We will go to another raph In just a moment, but first notice that
80 percent 4a.f,---otir tot_l available petroleuis will have been pro-
duced in a period of 64 years. Our total potential production
of 200 billion barrels is currently being.realiAed at a rate of
5..13 percent per year. A

Can you/think of any factors whith might have had an inquenee
on this curve -- for. instance,.a rise in demand reflect4d by an
increasing population? What atOut technology? Or government
policies? Or even your own geological/ input? If you wish, take
a few moments to name a few trends which you think Might
influence our rate of petroleum production. Remember, our curve
approximates a bell curve. Space is provided for you on the
top of page 5 in your Study Guide to record these trends. Stop
the tape now. When you are ready, we'll try-another.

SI ,
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tural gas pro-
ction in U.S.

and adjacent
continental
shelves
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This graph is very similar to the one you had previously. The
title of 1i graph: reads "COMPLETE CYCLE OP NATURAL GAS PRODUC-

. .TION IN TIM U.S. AND ADJACENT CONTINENTAL SHELVES." This time a
'prodUction.rate of 1 trillion cubic feit per year is plotted
Ngainst a 160.year pertod. As in the earlier graph, the boX in
fhe upper right-hand corner gives you a reference to use in
deteftining area under the curve.

Turn to page 5 in your Study Guide. You'll see a few questions
concerning ,this graph near the bottom of the page. These
questions simply ask you to read data from this graph. You will ),

soon be asked to construct your own curve, so read these questions
.carefully. Take as much time as you need sod when you are ready,
restart the tape. Stop the tape now.

52

Frame 2
Answers

-AK?,

'Here are fhe answers to the questions you found near the .

bottom of page 5 in your Study Guide. Give yourself one point
for each cdrrect answer and place your total in the bottom right-
hand corner on that page. We'll be back in 5 seconds.

531

'

1Grid of ulti--
mate U.S. coal
production

54

-Curve of ulti7
mate coal
proauction

-t-.......---.-0-
-

On the next page of yo Study Guide you will lind a grid
entitled "ULTIMATE U.S. AL PRODUOrION" and a list of data.
We want you to take as muc time as you need to plo'S youf own Ilok

curve from the data provided. A quick survey of thildata
will tell you io expect something resembling a bell curve.
Stop the tape now. When you are ready, 14 will show you the
curve we Made from this aame data.

If you had law-trouble plotting your curve, stop the tape Land.
examine this graph carefully. You'll notice that we included
a Peak and, a dip in our graph between the.years 1900 and 200.
Think-again what factors might have influenced this curve during
thelamt 70 years. Try to nmMe the principal conanmera of
coal r- both past and present. Is there A relation between
this curve and environmental impact? There 'ate a few'questiont."
at the botttm of the psge for you to answer. Stop the tape now
Restart *len you like ready to con'inue.

51
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Frame 3
Answers

Here are the answers to the questions you found at the
bottom of page 6 in your Study Guide. Give yourself one
point for each correct answer and place your total in the
bottom right-hand corner on that page. We'll be back
in 5 seconds.

'Graph: I----

1

i Percent of tota
ALS. production
of bituminous-
coal and lignit

t 1

ottype S-----

57 'Graph:
7Mual energy
requirement fo
electric*
gederation

Here,'s another type of graph for you to consider. YQU can
see that trends are easily defined with this type of band
graph, although rou must do some subtraction to determine
any value for a given year. The title of this.graph is
"PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL U.S. PRODUCTION OF BITUMINOUS COAL AND
LIGNITE BY TVIPg OF MINING44.,..,

These curves encompass a 27-yearperiod between 1940 and
1967. You can see that conventional'mining with hand loaderti
has bee/declining while continuous mining and strip and
auger mining are increasing steadily: You cam determine the
percent contribution of these two tipes of coal to the total
U.S.,production in each given yeariby subtracting the minimum
percent trom its maximum. For example, in 1954 continuous
mining contributed 6 percent to the production while conventional
mining mechanical-loaders contributed 56 percent, conventional
mining hand-loading, 12 percent, and strip and auger mining, x'
26 percent. If you'had to plot this graph4 you would.
probably stdrt by plotting first continuous mining, then
conventional mining mechanical-loading, ollowed by hand-
loading, and then strip and auger mi g.

.

' This next graph reads "ANNUAL ENERGY REQUIREMENT'FoR ELECTRIC
. GENERATION." Billions of kilowatts are plotted against a

-
400-yeai period. Notice that there are five contributors to
1$lectric generation: nuelear fuels, water, oil, gas, and coal.

At the top of page 8 in your Study Gilide you will find a short
list of questions to answer concerning this graph and the one you
plotted on the previous page. We want you to work carefully,
so take as much time as you need. Stop the:tape now. Only'whtn
you are ready to continue should you restart the tape.

Frame 4 .

LAnower

Here are the answers to.your preVious questions. Again
-give yourself pne liaint for each correct anewer And place this
total at tbe bottom of the page. We'll pause 5 seconds for
ypu to do this:
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ihis graph is similar to the preAlous one with the addition
\of a few new contributors. Along the abscissa you will find.

: kgiven in trillion kilowatt hours. The title of this graph

period of;time equal to 35 years. Thu g! time your ordinate

'treads ItPROJECTED ELECTRIC GENERATION/BY pURCE --s1965-2000."

In your Study Guidop.the bottom of page 8 you will find
a list of data which defines this graph. You will notice that
ty the year-2000 conventional hydros-pumped storage hydro,
as fueled steam, and others will be only Minor contributors

tà our total electric generation. Blanks. have been left in'
this list of data for yo*to fill'in from information you
reoeive from this graph.

',4

This exercise is to help you understand projebtions for the .

generation of electricity by certain types of energy sources.
-This will be usecul in understandfhg haw each energy source

total energycontributed to otac uction in related graphs
to follow. Stop the tape now and omplete this short exercise.
Restart when you are ready.

Here are the answers to the questions ydu found in your Study
Guide. Give yourself a slight margin of error and one point,
for each correct answer. Place your total at the bottom of the

.page. Take a moment now and in the future to correct any
wrong answers if you have not done so already,. tou will find

. correct answers are a useful study aid. We'll be back in
5 seconds to ask you to make another graph offyour own.

, 61.....i L
IGrid of

total U.S.

energy consump-
tion - percent-.
by fuel type

Please-turn'now to page 9 in our Study Guide. There you will
see a grid labeled "TOTAL U.S. ENERGY CONSUMPTION -- PERCENT
BY FUEL TYPE," identical to this slide'. Your abscissa,spans
a period of 70 years and your ordinate gives you a'range from 0

o to 100 percent. Below, this grid is a list.of data from which
you will plot a graph.

Notice,that you are given five contributors to our total energy
consumption. Look in the first column labeled the year 1920,
As you read-down this column, choose one of those fuel types
which least contributed to our 'energy consumption. We recommend
that you first plot the,hydroelectric contribution for the
entire period between 1920 and 1990 and then 'continue to'coal,'
oil, gas, and nuclear tuels,. platting tlieir ir'espeative,
contributpm. Finally, draw a liner betypen"each of thelbOintd
you have plotted. %

;
Secausa You have more thitn one cOntributof tci.the total

I I.
glim it a.try and, of course, take as. long aklu-need. We..

show you one possible graph which can be- m 40p4rptalhitee,
dete when you ere ready.

.
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If yowhad any trouble plotting those curves, stoP the tape
andeXaMine your data and.this graph carefully4- For.convenience,-
we plotted oUr data beginning with the hydroelectric contribution
and'finighing with the, nuclear contribution. Of course, you
may have plotted your &mild in a different.order, bui be sure -

your trends look similar tdi those shown in this graph.

Using this graphior your qwn, answer those few questions at
the bottom of the page% Ifliouused dotted.lines on your
giaph in the period after 1970, give ToUrself a bonus point
for remeMbering that the Peribd between. 1970 and 1990 is only

pro"jection. These questions will be important in under-
standing the relationship Vetween percentage contribution to
total energy consumption.by:fuel type and the absolute amount
consumed ot each. ,We willitry to'draw additional conclusions
in the few-remaining graphs ahead. Stop the tape now and
answer your questions. When you.ate ready, restart the tape.

ts

,

Here are-the ?nswers You should have.. Give yourself one point
or each correct,responSe and total your score at, the bottom

of the Rage. Remember to include- youi bonus point ir yoU
earned it. When yOu tiave finished this, we will take a short
'break' before lookihg at the final 4 graphs. 'Take 5 sedonds
npw to-tabulate your score.

'

614, I
I

Betr GOLPh ;/""4"
U.S. uranium
requirements-.
and production
capability .

ThiS first type
finisn by look
'entitled .!IJNI

CAPABIIIITY."

1

is called a bar graphs_or histogram. .We wIll
giat a pie graph.- Notice that this graph is
STATRS. URANIUM 'REQUIREMENTS AND PRODUCTION

,You caeiee that every fiftfi year 1;etween 1970 and 1985 is
represented against thousandi of tons of U308. The annua41
and cimulative proAuction capability is plotted at each giVen
year and etch correiPonding requirement is shwn with a heavy,r.
line:

You should..remkber -Olat the cumulative production capability
is the sum of a 5-year growth. Thus, yo!.1 can assume theki

cumulative prosauction quantities shown will be approximately
equal to times the annual production capabilities given
5 years'begore. Also notice that both the annual and.cumulative
requireReati can be, determined in thouiands of tons of U308.

On pule 14.?in your Study Guids yqu will find a series of
questions related, to this histogram. ,You will be asked to
'draw 'data trdm this.graph as weli as'consider how these

r projections'are made. Stop.the tape now.. When you are ready
to continge, restart the tape.

kir
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your Study Guide and review that material. Gi+e yourself

this.

on* point for each correct answer and plaie your total at

1

the bottom of the page. We'll pause 5 secondi for you to do

:?row T The anwere to your first four questions are given here.
Answers * If you missed more than two questions, turn_to:page 20 in

4

66IL
Reference line:

"Fuel Reqtp.red"

41/4

On page 13 in your.Study Guide, you will find a reference
line labeled "FUEL REQUIRED." This line encloses a space
in which you will draw a histogram with the data provided
below. In preparing this graph, be sure to label all
necessary components. Remember, you may take as long as
you need. Stop the tape now and restart when you are ready.

Bar
graph: Fuel
Reqpired

As you can see, we prepared our graph with four different colors,
.

each repreienting a major contributor to our totaltenergy requirement
From the data provided in your Study Guide, we have plotted each
source as equivalent tons of coal against 3 separate points in
time.. You will notice that the trends in this graph encompass a
period of ,only 22 years. Turn now to page 14 in your Study Guide
if you are not already there. At the top of the page in Frame.9.
you will find a series of questions which you are asked to answer
very carefully related to the graph you'have just made on the
previous page. By now you should be elle to read data from a
graph with some skill. This exercise will help you understand
significant trends 'which can be interpreted from this histogram
and others like It. Stop the tape now and take as long as you
need. We'll have the answers for you when you return.

623

I Frame 9-

Answers
The answers to your first two questions are given here. Again,
give yourself one point for each correct answer and total your
score below. Stop the tape now. Aestert when you have finished

I evaluating your work.

4
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This ia the last type of graph we will consider TOeyour
lesson. It's called a pie graph and is labeled "FUEL
SOURCE DISTRIBUTION FOR ELECTRICAL POWER (1965)." -Four fuel
types are shown, each representing it's percentage contribution
to the total fuel source distribution for'electrical power.

In a moment we will ask you to make a pie graph of your own with
data provided in your Study Guide, but first consider which'.
fuel.sOurce is used to generate your local supply of electricity.
Turn to page 14 in your Study Guide and answer the questions
found in Frame 10 related to your own projections for the contribu-

r
tion by el type of each of these sources in 1980. Stop the
tape now We will be back with your last graph exercise When
you are ready.

To

Frame 10
Answers

r-

The answers to your previous questions are shown in this slide.
.If you included a projection for nuclear contribution,-give
yourself a bonus point. The band graph you plotted on page 9
could have helped you determine which fuel will contribute
to our total electric power production. If your answers reflected
the trend as shown, give yourself one additional point for each
correct answer. Total your score at tab bottom of the page.
We'll be back i* 5 seConds. .

71 I

--/Pie Graph ---
Fuel source
distribution fo
electrical polte
(circle is give

-IR prepare th
'graph) I

On page 15 in your Stude Guide we have given you b. circle in
which to prepare your own pie graph. You will notice that the
data giVen is the fuel soTrce distribution for electrical .

power projected for 1980. Am a final exercise, prepare a pie
graph with.these data. Be sure to label all elements and
include a title. We'll show a graph we made from these data
when you are finished. Stopthe tape now. Restart when you
have finished your worx.

Fuel source
distribution for
electriCal power
(completvi,

'--1 graph.)

m.
We hope your graph looks sUething like this. Check tq be sure
you have labeled all of your fuel sources as well as their percent
contribution.

BY now your Study Guide should be faigrly-complete. It should serve
you well-in reviewing this lesspn. Remember What you have learned
in Parts I qnd II and try to drAw conclusions in trends in our
couptry's energy production and consumption. As an environmentalist
you shoUld know the consequences of the use,of each fuel type on our
environment. In your opinion, what is our enema_ situation? Are
we faCed with'an energy trisis and if so., why?

Take a moment now to tabulate your score for Part II. If you have
accumulated 42 points, or more, give yourself an excellent rating.
If you .have, accumulated 32 points or lesh, we suggest you try this:
lesson again 'Or refer to your Bibliographi foradditional reading.

5 7
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The End of This
Lesson

4.

20

We hope you have found this lesqw helpful in understanding
our current energy problems. lak carefully through your.
Study Guide if you have particular questions. Your Proctor
will give you a review examination Which you may take with
you and answer at your leisure. Stop the tape now,. This
completes your lesson.

t.
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LESSON 6.6: FUTURE PROJECTIONS

STUDENT RESPONSE SHEET

OBJECTIVES OF THIS LESSON:

The objectives of this lesson are listed below. As you proceed
through the program, place checkmark in the column(s) which indicates in
what part.of the lesson each objective vas discussed. Make your checkmarks
od your STUDENT RESPONSE SHEET.

Upon completion of all the exercises associated with this lesson,
you should be able to:

Ps" I j Part II _Objectives

1. state length of time undiscovered gas and
oil will last in the United States

. state the lead time in discovering oil

3. state 2 difficulties involved in importing
h2drocarbons

,

4. state 4 methods of mining oal .

5. explain the fluctuation in the utilization
of coal 'from 1900 to 1280

-

m.

.

6..

,

state the years in which hydrocarbons and
coal are expected to reach peak production
in the United States

,

.

7. identify 2 'fuels which can be used in a
nuclear electric installation

' 8. desvibe the protege involved in converting
Uranium-2 8 into Plutonium-.2

9 'define lead tine as used in this lesson
.

10.
. .

state length of time known recoverable
reserves of gas and oil in the United States
will last

.

"

11. state 4 'reasons for the current and'expected
continuance of the energy crisis in the

,

United States

12, Svaluate ramification:L.2Lp decrease in
available energy in thi Mated States in .

terms of the gross national product,
unamplossent4 and per-capita income

13.

*

identify trends in energy consumption

W1114,1 tne 4.u4nALthe nig 10 years

80
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LESSON 6.6: FUiiIMPROSIC9TIONS
.

STUDENT RESPONSE BREIT

List trends that you think might have influenced the rise in the
rate of petroleum production in the United States.

I Frame 2 Answer the following:

1. The projection for the production of natural gas between 1966 and
1980 is now many cubic.feet?

2 What ia our total capacity for the pkoduction of natural gas during the
160 years 'plotted on the graph?

3. What is Our percent per'year production of natural gas in terms of
our total potential production?.
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LESSON 6.6: FUTURE PROJECTIONS

STUDENT RESPONSE SHEET

rEziwiri continued

Row many cubic feet of natural gas will be produped between the years
1980 and 2000?

During this 160 year period, the slaille of the bell curve becomes zero
in what year? ,

FRAME 2 SCORE

Complete the graph below using'data from the table below.
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LESSON 6.6: FUTURE PROJECTION$

STUDENT RESPONSE SHEET

Answer the following:

1. Who are the'priiihry consumers of coal, both past and present?

-

2. Name 2 factors which might have caused peaks and dfios during the
years 1900 and 1970 .on the graph above.

3. Name 4 p 1 utants emitted in the burning of coal.

Frame 4 I

FRAME 3 SCORE

1. In 1908 nuclearfuels-will contribute billion kilowatt hour's
(KWH) toward the total generation of el;a7-Taty.

2. In 1980 coal will contribute (a) billion KWH toward the total
generation of electricity or (b) percent of the 5 major contributors.

3. Referring to the graph of "Ultimate U.S. Coal Priductions" you miet.'
conclude that 900 billion KWH is equivalent to short tons of
coal (assuming all coal production is us7('TiP4he generation.of electricity).

4. In 1980 which of the 5 sources will contribut).east to electric generation?
# ,/1*

FRAME 4 SCORE

ft
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LESSON 6.6: FUTURE PROJECTIONS

STUDENT RESPONSE SHEET

.

Using the chart on the slide or in your Study Guide, fill,in the
blanks_in the table below:

I, Frame 6 1

Page

Airarnt

'Ito' TRILLION KILOWATT HOURS
AKNRCE "1965 1980 2000-,

Nuclear-fueled steam I .2 .7 *
4

Coal-fueled steam .4 .8
1 .

Oil-rueled steam .2

Gas-fueled,steam . .
.1 .2

...........Other . .1 ..1:

Pumped-storage hydro .05 .05 .1
Conventional hydro .2 .4

FRAME 5 SCORE

Complete the graph below using data from the table on the following

41,

4'100 r r r 1 I

.

TOIIL ILL NUM cossumorytom, mew BY .TYPIE OF FVFL.

84
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LESSON 6.6: FUTURE PR CTIONS

STUDENT RESPONSE, MEET

Continued

TYPE OF .PUEL YEARS.

1920 1935 1955 1979

.1

1990

25%Nuclear

Gas 5% 10% 25% 35% 20%--__ __...

Oil 15% 35% 45% 45%4

14%

-351

. '15%
-

coal
4

_ , .15% 50% 25%

Hydro . 5% 5% 5% 5%
4

5%

1. Coal contrib46d---.11 % to the total U.S. energy consumption in 1920.
,(/ ,r I..e

2. In 1920 hydro montributied % to the total U.S. energy consumption.
Ip 1990 it is projectea that hydro will contribute . % to our total
energy consumption.

3. In 1970 oil contributed to the total U.S. energy consumption.

4

FRAME 6 SCORE 40 I

Using th data on the s314 rpein your Study Guides, "United-States
Uranium Requiremen s aalvProduction C ability," answer the vestions below.

What is the projected cumulative production capability of uranium in 1980?.
,

'Frame 7 i

In 1985 the annual production requir4merit will be it greater than.
, .the annual production capability.

3s During the period between 1970-and 1985 our cumulative produoition capability
will-have increased %. In this same yeriod.ftr bumidative require-
ment will have increWsed %.

4. How do you think projected requirements are determined?

N.
5. How would the introduction of a breeder reactor in 1970 have affected

thest projections for pioduction capability?

s'Y

FRAM 7 SCORE

,

r,
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LESSON 6.6: FUTURE PROJECTIONS

spuroxr RESPONSE SHEET

/1 Frame tieing data from the table below draw and' label a bar graph in
/ the apace below..

I.

p1

r,un. REQUIRED

1

tTYPE OF FUEL- TONS OF GOAL PER.YEAFO.
'1963 1%980 ' 1Y213.-

1"Oil , 50

.

Gas 120 1 0

260

130
)

. ,
------y

.0. ..
.,

.

I
Nucleax '

no, ,

Coal 300 100 . ,, 630

A.-

.1"

FRAME 8 SCORE.

a
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LESSON-6.6: FUTURE PROJECTIONS

STUDENT RESPONSE SHEET

Answer the following:

1. Which t.i.l type is projected to have the highest rate of increase in
requiriMent aver the 22-year period?

Which fuel type is projected to have the lowest rate of increase in
requirement in the 22-year veridd?

.3. . 91ve probabl4 causes for your answers in 1 and 2.

1111

41

List 2 envirTimental hazards associated with the consumption or
production of each of the given fuel typei. Do yoU think these
environmental hazards. (load influence the projections givensfOr I

each fuel type in 1990?

e

Nr,

,J

FRAME 9, SCORE
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LESSON 6.6: 'FUTURE PROai6ION8

-1' STUDENT RESPONSE BHEE
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1., What fuel-is used in your city to generate electricilie

2. Predict What you believe will be the approiimate co4ributi
fuel type to the total U.S. electric power generation' in O.

,r

e

Fuel txpe

,

Percent Contrfbution

T

Trend
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LESSON 6.6: FUTURE PROJECTIONS

STUDENT.RESPONSE SHEET

/

Make a pie grilph in the circle below using data rrom the; table

I

,

l'-irFUEL SOURCE .

,

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION

ludlear Power 32%

T
,

...Kis

Gas
375%

frt

,

Oil A .

144ro .. 13

Coal
, 37%

,

'

* 0

FUEL SOURCEDISTRIDUTION FOR ELECTRICAL POWER (1980)

ti 9

TOTAL SCORE FOR ALL FRAMES


